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This governance strategy takes as its starting point that 
global uncertainties require flexible, quickly-implemented 
and localized decision-making. Building on discernible 
planetary trends, including political fragmentation, extreme 
weather and seasonal flooding, it demonstrates 2030s 
England & Wales making the best of greater demands on 
emergency budgets and less revenue by implementing a 
more collaborative and imaginative culture.

This entails social organization optimized for creativity, with 
a move from imposing bureaucracy and market economics 
to playful and profound local facilitation, where:

• self-determination, collective experimentation and 
can-do attitudes fuel a sense of purpose and a flow of 
creative energy;

• progressing through the profession of socially-
engaged creative leads to running a Department that 
spreads innovation.

This is illustrated through documents belonging to a 
‘creative facilitator’.
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UNITED KINGDOM OF ENGLAND AND WALES LEGISLATION 

------------------------------------------------------

Climate Change Emergency Act 2022 as amended 2025

 Wildlife & Biodiversity Regulations 2022

 Air Pollution Regulations 2022

 Water Regulations 2025

 Innovation Regulations 2025

 Hardship Regulations 2025

Local Government Act 2025

 Budgeting Regulations 2025

 Creative Facilitation Regulations 2026

 Resource Allocation Regulations 2026

 

Housing Act 2023

 Abandoned Building Regulations 2023 (amended 2027)

 Passivhaus Regulations 2023

 Billeting Regulations 2027

Internally Displaced Person Act 2026

 River Traveller regulations 2027

 Transit accommodation regulations 2026

 IDP Resource allocation regulations 2027

Scotland Devolution Act 2021

Northern Ireland Devolution Act 2022

Gibraltar Act 2028

 Creative facilitator 
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Job Description 
Creative Facilitator 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reports to:  Regional Creative Facilitator Coordinator,  
 South Central Region
Direct reports:  Facilitation Assistant (joint)
Grade:  3XF
Financial authority:  Up to £1000 as joint community signatory

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Purpose of role

The Creative Facilitator works with people of the district (approx. 2500)  

to imagine, initiate, develop and maintain local systems. Using 

imaginative and creative facilitation techniques, the CF encourages open-

minded thinking within the district population to find the best solutions 

to local issues.

The range of issues that a CF will address varies from district to district, 

but is likely to include:

× Transport

× Local hygiene services (rubbish, decontamination, drains and sewers)

× Wildlife and biodiversity initiatives

× Food resources (including home-growing, food exchange/marketing, 

management of foraging, fishing, trapping)

× Accommodation resource and maintenance

× Innovation (at district level, or to be shared through the DfC 

innovation network if transferable across the region or country)

× Management of resource and requests for additional resource via the 

Treasury management system, based on local needs and outcomes.

Once embedded in a community, the CF often takes on the role of ‘trusted 

person’ and may find themselves acting as mentor, play-fellow, sounding 

board, celebrant, or mediator. These are important additional aspects of 

the role and we encourage all CFs to embrace them. Further training is 

available if required.  

As well as helping the district manage the standard package of money, 

equipment and data, Creative Facilitators may also be involved in 

crowdfunding for additional resources and may, on occasion, request 

central support via the Treasury (see below). 
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Context of the role

This diagram shows the structure of the role and reporting lines:

 –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
 | | | | |
 ––––––––––––––– | ––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––– ––––––––––
| Department for | | | Department for | | Department for | | Treasury |
| Creative       | | | Connection (Dfc) | Overseas       | |          |
| Engagement (DfCE) | |______________|  | Cooperation (DfOC) |_________|
|______________| |\ | |______________|  |
| | \ |   |
| |  \ |   |
|     ––––––––––––––––– \     –––––––––––––   |
|    | Super Facilitator | \    | CF Regional   |   |
|____|                   |  \__ | Coordinator   |   |
|    |________________|  /   |_____________|   |
|                          /    |
|                         /    |
|     –––––––––––––––– /    |
|    | District Creative|    |
|____| Facilitators    |______________________________________________ |
     |_______________|

CFs are appointed by and report to the Department for Creative 

Engagement (DfCE). Each district belongs to a region: a regional CF 

coordinator provides support and coordination at district level, and a 

link to other government departments and information on new policies, 

initiatives and directives.

CFs work closely with their neighbouring district equivalents through 

day-to-day conversation and regular scheduled meet-ups.

CFs are likely to work in their districts for 10+ years with 

opportunities to be seconded as super-facilitators working at a national 

and international level or civil servants at the DfCE or DfC. 
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Role description
• To facilitate community sessions and expedite the resolution of  issues 

between different groups and/or individuals in the district using a variety of  
creative facilitation techniques

• To liaise with the local hub to obtain necessary materials, space and 
resources for formal and informal facilitation sessions. Where resources are 
not already available, to work with the regional CF coordinator to determine 
the best approach to resourcing, which may include crowdfunding or an 
application to the Treasury Fund for Creative Enablement (TfCE)

• To determine the appropriate mix of  regular, issue-based and small-group 
sessions and to set up and run these sessions as outlined below:

Regular Sessions
To organize and run a number of  ongoing group sessions with the district population 
to create positive relationships and for ongoing management issues (e.g. food resource) 
where appropriate.

Issue-based sessions

To attend to issues that do not fall into a regular session topic but may need one or more 
facilitations to reach closure or a good solution. These should be scheduled to allow the 
largest number of  people to attend (e.g. evenings, weekends and daytimes). 

One-to-one, family and small-group work
To diagnose where individual and small-group work is called for and to run as determined. 
People in some districts are resistant to facilitation and subject to change-grief  that 
prevents them from making a positive contribution. Experience suggests these people held 
local power and exerted influence in the past and benefit from smaller facilitations.

Innovation
To encourage innovation, requesting additional Treasury resource to facilitate testing or 
deployment of  innovative solutions as appropriate.

Hardship
To agree with the district when to request additional resource to deal with existing 
hardship or make a case for new or developing hardship as defined in the Climate 
Change Emergency Act 2025.  

  
Essential Qualifications and Training:
Creative Facilitator Training: Level 1
Vulnerable Persons Protection Certificate

Desirable Qualifications and Training:
Creative Facilitator Training: Level 2
Celebrant Certificate
Mediator Training: Level 1
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Employment contract 

Kiko Goddisdottir
Room 12
Audre Lorde House
London SE11
England & Wales

28 February 2030

Dear Kiko,

I am pleased to confirm your appointment as Creative Facilitator for 
Ray Park District; Ray Park District looks forward to welcoming you on 
4th March 2030. 

We believe you are the right person to facilitate this district. Your prize-
winning training placement addressing ‘Facilitation for a mixed-use site 
for wild flowers and wild foraging on a WAAT basis’ gives us confidence 
you will do excellent work here.

The District is not without challenges, and attached is a short briefing 
note to prepare you for your role. I also attach your contract with 
details of accommodation and personal resource allowance.

I look forward to meeting you in person at the South Eastern Region 
May Day Meet-up on Wednesday 1st May.  

With best wishes for a successful start to your creative facilitation career,

Anjum Klein
SE Region CF Coordinator
DfCE

D F
C E

Creative Facilitator for

 Your prize-winning 

Ray Park District; Ray Park District

4th March 2030. 

training placement addressing ‘Facilitation for a mixed-use site for 
wild flowers and wild foraging on a WAAT basis’ 

 Wednesday 1st May.  
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Ray Park District Brief

Ray Park District is a resource rich district in the 

south of England & Wales. Many residents were activated 

during CE Phase 1 and much of the garden land is already 

being managed well for biodiversity. Participation 

in imaginative processes is high, and the creative 

facilitator enjoys considerable support. 

Flooding initially caused some issues with contamination, 

but the first CF for the District brought the community 

together on this issue; water contamination is now within 

safe levels and wildlife targets are being met. Facilitation 

around water resources and fishing will be an important part 

of your role and there are good co-operations ongoing with 

neighbouring farming and market districts.

Nonetheless, the district recently lost a number of 

residences to flooding along the line of the flood ditch 

known as York Stream. Most of these homes were categorized 

as ‘luxury’. Some of the residents have chosen to remain 

in their homes, living in the upper floors and accessing by 

boat. Other buildings have been abandoned.
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Challenges for facilitation are presented by ongoing change-

grief amongst residents who have lost their homes or have 

had to change their lifestyles due to flooding. The original 

demographic of the area means that many of those worst affected 

also have a sense of privilege and can be antagonistic to 

creative facilitation. Your predecessor in the role made 

progress, reporting that one-to-one, family group and small-

group intergenerational work was often the best route with 

these residents. Particularly effective was mobilizing 

grandparent-grandchild dyads in play. Whilst time-consuming, 

the results can be long lasting and transformational.  

Also to note: habitable abandoned properties along the river 

line are being used by the River Traveller population as 

winter quarters, usually from mid-October to mid-February, 

dependent on weather. Thanks to effective facilitation by 

your predecessor, the River Travellers are aware that you, 

as creative facilitator for the district, are there for them 

as much as the permanent residents. Tensions remain between 

these two populations.  Additional resources are available on 

a per capita basis from the first day of arrival to the spring 

move-on. River Traveller leaders will contact you on arrival 

and give you numbers for resource allocation purposes. 

Resources are held by Treasury in readiness for this event 

and are available within 24 hours of draw-down using the 

River Traveller Resource process, which you will find in 

Appendix 10 of the Creative Facilitator Manual.

Detailed files and notes can be found at the hub, while 

neighbouring district CFs will be on hand to help should 

you need it.
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Training Manual excerpt 1

You may complete these exercises at your own speed, using 
as much ingenuity as possible.

Exercise 1: what might you do?

Scenario 1

Although the district doesn’t have many seasonal roads, 
one of them is a main connecting road between villages, 
and people feel that last year’s solution (boats) wasn’t 
suitable for everyone. How would you work with the 
residents of the two villages to come to a more welcoming 
and inclusive solution?

I’d start the session with a ‘more in common’ exercise, which I find 

useful to get people in the mood to work together. There is still a 

lot of ‘othering’ and this helps leapfrog over that before we get to 

the reason for the meeting.

I’d also bring out a floor map so that people can be specific about 

where/what they were talking about and pin down discussion about 

types of vehicle, public transport services and how often people 

need to use this thoroughfare.

It will be important for people in both villages to express their 

opinions, separately and together. But I note there is a chance 

that if I consult each separately during the meeting, differences 

might set in. I hope the first exercise will reduce this likelihood.
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Training Manual excerpt 2

You may complete these questions at your own speed; brevity and wit 
are appreciated. Please use diagrams as you see fit.

Question 1:  Regarding the Department for Connection (DfC)

Question 1a: What is the function of the DfC?

Question 1b: How is the DfC staffed?

Question 1c:  How are negotiations between the DfCF and the DfC handled?

Question 1d:  What are the major tensions affecting decisions from the DfC?

a) The DfC ensures that innovations and other initiatives are shared across 

districts, promotes learning, and takes a global view of resourcing (both 

human and material) to work with the Treasury for equal access, support as 

needed and maximum change-readiness.
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b) Staff at the DfC must have had experience as a creative 

facilitator and at the DfCF. In practice, this means that you 

have to be an experienced creative facilitator with competences 

recognized by your peers (to secure an initial secondment at the 

DfCF), before you can aspire to serving a term at the DfC.

c) The fact that everyone at both depts has worked as a creative 

facilitator makes resolving cross-departmental issues less 

daunting. As ever, patience, preparation, spontaneity and CF tools 

work best and here should be no exception. Bigger challenges 

come from liaising with the Treasury. 

d) Tensions mostly stem from competition for resourcing between 

existing residents of a district and newcomers. One role of the DfC 

is to balance the requirements of the Department for Overseas 

Cooperation, ensuring that incoming and outgoing migrants can be 

well-prepared without compromising existing levels of provision.
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This work was part of Nesta's Radical Visions  
for Future Government collection, 2019

https://www.nesta.org.uk/report/radical-visions-future-government/ 


